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With a user base now officially reaching 100 million—including 
40 million paying subscribers—the music streaming platform 

Spotify is today widely recognised as the solution to problems 

caused by last decades of digital disruption within the music and 

media industries. 



Spotify resembles Netflix, YouTube—and lately Apple Music—as 

an epitome of streaming’s digital zeitgeist envisioned to 

shape our future. Industry interviews, trade papers, academic 

books, and the daily press reiterate innumerous versions of this 

“technological solutionism” (Morozov 2013) in almost as many 

variations. 
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I.



Streaming Heritage
Following Files in Digital Music Distribution
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While most previous scholarship on Spotify has primarily 

focused this service role within the music industry, its 

alterations of the digital music economy, or causing the 

eventual end of piracy (Wikström 2013; Wikström & DeFilippi 

2016; Allen Anderson 2015; Galuszka 2015; Andersson Schwarz 

2013) … our project (mainly) takes a software studies and 

digital humanities approach towards streaming media. 

Spotify & Digital Methods



An emerging interdisciplinary field that draws upon 

computational perspectives on software. The emphasis lies on 

analysing software sources and processes—rather than 

interfaces—something that often distinguishes software studies 

from new media studies.

Software Studies







http://whatisdigitalhumanities.com/

http://whatisdigitalhumanities.com/


The project, “Streaming Heritage”, broadly engages in reverse 
engineering Spotify’s algorithms, aggregation procedures, 

metadata, and valuation strategies, all in order to study 

platform logics, including underlying norms and structures.  

Reverse engineering starts with the final product (the music 

service Spotify in our case) and tries to take it apart—backwards, 

step by step. 

Spotify & Digital Methods





Basically, the scholarly purpose of our project is to draw a more 
holistic picture by using Spotify as a lens to explore social, 

technical, and economic processes associated with digital media 

distribution.  

The key research idea is to ‘follow files’—rather than the people 

making, using, or collecting them—on their distributive journey 
through the streaming ecosystem, and hence to take empirical 

advantage of inherent data flows at media platforms (as Spotify). 
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II.



The major problem in doing contemporary research on 

streaming music is that the specifics of Spotify’s algorithms are 
proprietary, and statistics around listener data (more or less) 
a corporate secret.  

Some rudimentary data is available via the various Spotify 
interfaces—ranging from the amount of streams for popular 

songs to artist followers and listeners per month.

Lack of Data





At the site yearinmusic.spotify.com data with the most popular 

tracks, albums or playlists (divided, for example, geographically 

or by the period of the year) is also at hand. If a user logs in, 

personal statistics are displayed in a similar manner.  

Yet, basically, no specific data is available. 

 

Lack of Data

http://yearinmusic.spotify.com


One point of departure within our project has hence been that 

Spotify resembles a black boxed service, metaphorically as well 

as practically, since the servie does not share data.  

As a consequence, from a research perspective, Spotify user 

data has to be acquired and compiled through other means

Lack of Data





Digital Methods



On a rudimentary level, digital methods differs from analogue 
methods since data and research evidence is ‘found’ rather 
than ’made’.  

Within traditional media studies long-established techniques 
like questionnaires, surveys, interviews and focus groups are 
still the methods that are most commonly used.

Media measurement methods



1986

Swedish SOM-survey



1986 2015

Swedish SOM-survey



self-estimated media usage



I argue, however, that one should critically scrutinize and 
question the relevance of doing analogue surveys—with self-
estimated media usage of made data—to understand the 
transformative consequences and effects of the digital media 
landscape.

Media measurement methods





Over the last ten years—within the extensive field of media and 

internet studies—different types of digital methods have been 

taken up as key instruments for developing pioneering ways to 

analyse and understand, ‘the digital’, ‘the internet’, as well as 

digital media production, distribution and consumption.
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Following the catchphrase, ”the system is the method” (Bruhn 

Jensen 2011), digital methodologies are increasingly deployed 

for performing social science or humanistic inquiries on, for 

example, big data and black-boxed media platforms (as Spotify) 

that today increasingly serve as key delivery mechanisms for 
cultural materials. 

So—when interacting, searching and listening to music at 

Spotify, user data is constantly being produced—yet how to 

capture it?

Spotify & Digital Methods





”This book presents a methodological 
outlook for research with the web. As 
such it is a proposal to reorient the field 
of Internet-related research by studying 
and repurposing what I term the 
methods of the medium, or … methods 
embedded in online devices. […]  

How may we learn from and reapply 
these and other online methods? […] By 
continually thinking along with the 
devices and the objects they handle, 
digital methods, as a research practice, 
strive to follow the evolving methods of 
the medium.”





http://mentionmapp.com/

http://mentionmapp.com/


Problems with Digital Methods



Naturally, there are a number of problems working with digital 

methods. “Twitter determines what data are available and 

how data can be accessed through [their] API”, David 
Gunnarsson Lorentzen for example states in his new thesis, 

Following Tweets Around.  

How Twitter and other similar platforms and services (like 

Spotify) provides access to data “in turn affects the analyses the 

researcher does. The central problem [is hence] that 
researchers do not know what relevant data are not 
collected” (Gunnarsson Lorentzen 2016: ii).

Problems with Digital Methods



In their article, ”Interface methods: renegotiating relations 
between digital social research, STS and sociology”, Noortje 
Marres and Carolin Gerlitz (2016) furthermore states:  

“The prominence of such tools … points to a wider 
problematic: digital analytics invoke a methodological uncanny 
for social research. [These] tools … closely resemble the 
techniques and methods deployed in social inquiry, but we can 
certainly not call them ‘our own’. ‘Not our own’ because … the 
methods built into popular tools often prove to have more alien 
disciplinary provenances, and to serve the objectives of 
digital platforms rather than those of research.”

Problems with Digital Methods



III.





… it is not a project about music listening and/or 
new forms of media usage ….



… rather a project about the ways 
that technology situates and 
regulates music consumption; i.e 
to “follow files”—rather than the 
p e o p l e m a k i n g , u s i n g , o r 
c o l l e c t i n g t h e m — o n t h e i r 
distributive journey through the 
streaming ecosystem.



Building on the tradition of so called “breaching experiments” 

in ethno-methodology (Garfinkel 1967), our project has tried (in 

different ways) via repeated and modified interventions and 
experiments, to ‘break into’ the hidden infrastructures of 
digital music distribution.  

On the one hand, we have been interested in broadly studying 

different data patterns and media processes at Spotify. On the 

other hand, we have also been keen on producing and 
obtaining research data.
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> What sounds are perceived as music (or not) according to 
Spotify and adjacent aggregating services?  

> How is metadata generated, ordered, and valued—and 
what kind of metadata is actually available?  

> What normative world views are promoted and 
materialized by streaming architectures?  

> How is the social contract between listener communities, 
artists, and collecting societies changing?  

> What kind of infrastructures proliferate behind the 
surfaces of on-demand services? 



My research group has hence literally tried to dig deep ’under 

the hood’ of Spotify—and, indeed, our project is informed by a 

media archeological attitude. What we wanted to achieve was 

basically a transdisciplinary account of today’s media ecology 

undertaken from the inside of black boxed music aggregation.

Spotify & Digital Methods





So how to get inside the box?  

We have tried to make things as 
simple as possible, setting up an 
interventionist approach that 
follows the transformation of 
aud io fi les in to s t reamed 
experiences, in the simple way a 
postman would follow the route of 
a parcel—from packaging to 
delivery. 





A.Some examples of interventions …



A.



A.



A.



A.





Our explorations with uploading sounds and/or music, have 

resulted in different responses. The same music pass some 

aggregators—while others define it not to be music content at 
all.  

When rejection criteria at music aggregators turn more or less 

arbitrary—depending on whether users pay a fee or not—the 

line between music and non-music, artist and machine becomes 

increasingly blurred. Principles as to what is considered music, 

in short, vary.
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B.



B.



B.







… Mary Jane has already made more than 50 friends, and somewhat ironically, 
given her deliberately clichéd WASP millenial mom ‚hey, I am fake‘ identity, all of 
them are super shady … 



B.



B.







Another investigation/intervention has dealt with so called 

’zombie music’—i.e music (or sounds) that are available at 

Spotify, but that never gets played. I have personally been 

interested in the fact that one-fifth of Spotify’s catalogue of 

some 30 million songs haven’t once been listened to at all.

Spotify & Digital Methods C.





C.



Under the computational hood of streaming services all streams 

are equal, and every stream means (potentially) increased 
revenue from advertisers. Spotify (freemium) is hence likely to 

include—rather than reject—various forms of (semi-)automated 

music and sounds.

Spotify & Digital Methods



The issue is also related to controversies regarding the transition 

to streaming music platforms and payouts to artists. The 

sometimes heated discussion has, in short, been centered 

around the topic if streaming music will be able to generate a 
sustainable income for musicians —or not. 

Spotify & Digital Methods







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXvncV79LXk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXvncV79LXk


Matt Farley – 18,000 songs under 60 different artist names.







Bots as Informants



The most important research strategy within our project, 

however, has been to use bots as a kind of virtual users that 
collect data for us.  

A bot is a small software application that runs automated tasks 

(or scripts), and within interventions at Humlab we have 

repeatedly used massive set-ups of bots, sometimes working 

with up to 500 virtual listeners.  

By employing bots—posing as users—we have been able to 

systematically engage with ’the Spotify system’, running 

different kinds of dummy data through repeated interactions.

Bots as Informants D.



D.

AbbaBot



At Humlab we set up an experiment with the purpose to 

determine if it was possible to provoke—or even to some 

extent undermine—the Spotify business model (based on what 

is sometimes called, the 30 second royalty rule). Royalties from 

Spotify are disbursed once a song is registered as a play, which 

happens after 30 seconds.

AbbaBot



The AbbaBots were used to play a single track, ”Dancing 
Queen”, during less and more than 30 seconds, and with a fixed 

repetition scheme running from 10 to n times, simultaneously 

with different bot accounts.

AbbaBot



AbbaBot
Essentially, the experiment resembled a Turing test, where we 

asked ourselves what happens when—not if—streaming bots 
approximate human listener behavior in such a way that it 

becomes impossible to distinguish between a human and a 

machine.









In another experiment we investigated patterns in music 
recommendations, focusing specifically on issues around 

gender. The purpose was, in short, to explore whether the 

Spotify music recommendation algorithms are (or aren’t) 

performative of gendered user identities and taste 

constellations.  

All bots were identical, except that half of them were ’male’ 
and the other half ’female’. One results was that Spotify’s 

music recommendations were heavily geared towards 
recommending music by male artists during the experiment. 

Tracking Gendered Streams





We also found that male bots in the rock and rnb/hiphop 
genres received a greater variation in their music 

recommendations as compared to the female bots.  

The female Gospel bots, however, received a larger amount of 

unique recommendations as compared to the males.

Tracking Gendered Streams





In yet another experiment we wanted to explore the possible 

limitations and restrains found within ‘infinite archives’ of music 

streaming services. Our hypothesis was that many streaming 

services’ radio functions (like Spotify) appear to consist of an 
infinite series of songs. Spotify Radio claims to be personalised 

and never-ending, yet music seems to be delivered in limited 

loop patterns. What would such loop patterns look like? Are 

Spotify Radio’s music loops finite—or endless (given that 

algorithm(s) can choose between more than 30 million songs)? 

How many tracks (or steps) does a ‘normal’ loop consist of? 

Spotify Radio Looping











One conclusion to draw from our experiments with Spotify 

Radio is that similar artists reappear frequently within all bot 

playlists. It seems that music recommendation algorithms does 

not really takes advantage of the archival infinity at Spotify. 

In short, fans of Belinda Carlisle will be pleased, since a radio 

station based on “Dancing Queen” will repeatedly play her 

songs, basically no matter what kinds of interactions are 

executed.  

Spotify Radio Looping



Spotify Teardown. Inside the Black Box of Streaming Music 

http://streamingheritage.se

http://streamingheritage.se
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